
Book a free consultation

GET STARTED
Give us about 20 minutes and we’ll 
show you how Brokermint’s back 
office platform can drive your  
bottom line.

Why Back Office 
Automation?
Technology and task automation have streamlined industry after industry in 
the last few decades. In residential real estate, brokers began that journey 
around 2010. But all of the focus was on the front end. Marketing. CRMs. 
Lead generation. Promoting properties. 

That was the right area to tackle first. But the increased efficiency of the front 
end exposed the bottlenecks and inefficiencies of the back office. And that 
triggered a first wave of innovation. Solutions to this task or that process 
started popping up. And the next thing you knew there were dozens of 
offerings on the market—each tackling a single challenge. 

This first wave was an improvement over paper files and even spreadsheets. 
But it was still inefficient and left back office staff with a lot of duplicate data 
entry (and errors!) because the systems didn’t talk to each other. 

And that brings us to today. Back office automation has matured. Think of a 
single system that can take you from contract through closing—and all the 
way through accounting. Connect it to your MLS and CRM, and you have a 
single flow of data through your entire business. That’s today’s back office. 

Why Brokermint?
Brokermint is the most complete set 
of back office tools you will find. And 
each module is best in class compared 
to its competition. Unlike a lot of other 
platforms, Brokermint is modern, 
cloud-based, and easy to use.

And with Brokermint, you’ll also find 
the support you expect around the 
product. 

• Cloud-Based Platform, 
Access from Anywhere, 
Mobile App

• Knowledgeable, Responsive 
Customer Service

• Integration Marketplace and 
Open API

• Structured Implementation

• Detailed Product Documentation

• Professional Services
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The Brokermint 
Modules
So what exactly does Brokermint do? 
It takes care of everything in the back office.

Transaction Management
Get complete visibility into every real estate transaction and 
manage them all from one convenient dashboard.

Commission Automation
Recruiting and sponsor fees, referral fees, sliding scales, and 
more. Let Brokermint do the work for you.

Accounting
Use Brokermint’s built in real estate accounting tools to track 
and manage your finances. Or, Brokermint can also connect to 
platforms like QuickBooks.
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Agent Management
Onboard new agents, track goals, and ensure you have all 
licenses and documents needed for compliance.

Reporting and Analytics
Out of the box reports and dashboards for most of what you’ll 
need. But you can also easily build custom reports to see 
exactly what you want.

Integrations
Brokermint connects to the tools you use. Connect your MLS, 
CRM, Quickbooks, and more to seamlessly push data through 
your entire business process. 
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